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Writing Letters to the Editor
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A Workshop



Materials available on 
tucsonccl.com/downloads.html

u Under PDF Presentations, click on “LTE Clinic 
Exercises” and “LTE Clinic Slides”



Writing Can Be Hard



But Letters to the Editor do have
Advantages…
uYou generally have good motivation to 

write to the Editor.
u LTEs are by nature short. While they can be 

challenging in their own way, they are 
easier to finish quickly.

uWhile it’s always best to write 
compellingly, you aren’t going for the 
Pulitzer. A conversational tone works.



LTEs have an impact…

u Editorial pages are most widely read section of paper.
u Congress keeps a close eye on local opinion pages and 

media coverage.
u LTEs are an effective and easy way to reach a large 

audience with your message.
u Multiple LTEs over a period of time can sway readers
u Even if not published, LTE volume educates and 

persuades editors to devote more content to an issue



The News Hierarchy…what 
motivates papers to print your LTE
u Editorials and front-page news

u Staff-written columns (by newspaper’s own columnist)

u Locally-written op-eds

u Syndicated columnist

u Inside news stories

u Editorial cartoons

u Other letters to the editor



Some tips for a successful LTE*
1. Respond to an article in the paper.
2. Follow the paper’s guidelines.
3. Share your expertise.
4. Refer to legislators, individuals, or companies by name. 

Incorporate values that will resonate with them 
(conservatives: free-enterprise, markets, accountability, 
liberty, and job creation; liberals: environment, social 
justice, fairness).

5. Gather references to your statements of fact.
6. Refute or advocate and make a call to action.

* With thanks to the Union of Concerned Scientists



Some tips for a successful LTE*
7. Keep your letter short, focused, and interesting. Boil it 

down for greater impact.

8. Be timely.

9. Stay positive and collegial. Write conversationally.

10. Follow-up with your legislator, individual, or company.

11. Read other people’s letters

* With thanks to the Union of Concerned Scientists



A Basic LTE Outline...

u Open by referring to article seen in a recent paper

u Identify the statement or idea that you agree or 
disagree with

u Add your perspective

u Cite a fact point supporting your opinion, if 
applicable

u Add a call to action for readers



Exercise #1



Use an article as a springboard for 
your own ideas
u Open by referring to article seen in a recent paper

u Summarize how the article relates to an alternative 
topic

u Pivot to your opinion/perspective on the new topic

u Cite a fact point supporting your opinion(s)

u Add a call to action for readers



Exercise #2

Re-read the article, and
use it as a springboard 
to another idea.

This is what we try to 
do on the media team



Make it tight and Boil it down —
Focus
u Keep to active voice

Active Voice Passive Voice
Harry ate six shrimp at dinner. At dinner, six shrimp were eaten by Harry.
Sue changed the flat tire. The flat tire was changed by Sue.
Thousands of tourists visit the 
Grand Canyon every year.

The Grand Canyon is visited by thousands of 
tourists every year.

Mom read the novel in one day. The novel was read by Mom in one day.
I will clean the house every 
Saturday.

The house will be cleaned by me every 
Saturday.

Senator McSally should 
support HR 763

HR 763 should be supported by Senator 
McSally



Make it tight and Boil it down —
Focus
u Change these constructions to active voice

Active Voice Passive Voice
Bananas are adored by monkeys
The money was counted by the cashier
The squirrel was chased by the dog.

HR 763 should be endorsed by Congress.



Make it tight and Boil it down —
Focus
u Keep to active voice

u Work to eliminate extraneous words and thoughts 
that don’t directly support your idea
u This can be fun — make it a game

u Often, it can be effective to write over the word
limit and then pair it back



Exercise #3

u Boil down my old op-ed, 580 words 
long, down to the 150-word limit 
for the Star.

u Note – you might want to update 
the last paragraph to something 
more current.





Thirteen years ago, the writer Thomas Friedman proposed something called a “Green 
New Deal.” 

Today, a Green New Deal must find simple, fair, and efficient ways to change our 
collective behavior.

Last week, an all-star group of economists said that a carbon tax is “the most cost-
effective lever to reduce carbon emissions at the scale and speed necessary.” 

A fee on carbon will trigger changes in buying habits and driving demand for non-
polluting and efficient technologies.

The economists also said the fee should be returned to Americans as an equal monthly 
dividend, offsetting the increased cost of energy to households. The poorest will have 
extra money in their pockets after paying their energy bills. 

A fee on Carbon will create new jobs, reduce air pollution, and cut carbon emissions 
50% in 10 years.

A bill in Congress, HR 763, will do this. Arizona’s representatives need to support this 
bill.

149 
Words



Writing About Climate
u We want readers to have the facts

uDispel inaccurate information
uPoint out new developments

u We want readers to relate
uFocus on Arizona problems for Arizona audiences
uPoint out solutions — policy is the big question now

u We want readers to act...
uWrite elected officials, talk to friends, lower their carbon 

footprint
u Support HR 763



Writing About Climate
u Mention CCL, but if you do, stay non-partisan
u Don’t demonize others — be respectful. Respond to a 

story with a different point of view.
u Understand that “hot button” words (“nuclear power” 

and “tax”, for instance) may turn away some readers 
– when possible, avoid them

u Avoid dire warnings of climate doom 
and always couple warnings with a solution

u Tell your CCL group leader about your success



Exercise #4
u Read the article about the 

administration attempting to halt 
environmental review of projects 
and write an LTE to the Star. 150-
160 words.


